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What is an Individual Development Plan

In 2014, the NIH instated a policy requiring annual individual development plans for 
sponsored graduate and postdoctoral awardees (NOT-OD-14-113). 

Generally speaking, your IDP is a tool to help you identify and follow through with goals for the future.

What can it do?
• Help create and reach short, intermediate, and long term goals.
• Focus your activities and opportunities.
• Organize your ideas and interests.

What should an IDP contain?
• Career and vocational aspirations – e.g. Become an R1 research professor.
• Skills and competencies you need to get there – e.g. Build public speaking skills 

by presenting at ____.
• As researchers, we can also include landmark goals – e.g. Synthesize _____.



Your IDP in Applications

Even though you don’t submit your IDP to funding agencies directly, their use must be reported on 
in your RPPR: Research Performance Progress Report.

• Describe 1.) How IDPs are used institutionally and 2.) How the individual 
IDP is used for training and management purposes. 

• Especially important for ‘mentored’ awards (e.g. K01, K22, and K99).
__________________________________________________________

You can use an IDP to create more than career goals! Integrate your IDP 
with research goals from your grants to streamline work flow (work smarter, 
not harder):

• Write down your specific aims.
• Identify the essential questions you’re trying to answer.
• Build a list of goals (compounds to synthesize, experiments to run) that 

will directly help you answer those questions.



What Does an IDP Look Like?

• Sets up time-bound goals.
• Includes personal development – you have a life outside of the lab!



Your IDP Should Grow with You

• https://myidp.sciencecareers.org/ - Interests & Values Inventory

• Helps identify the skills you have, what you personally need in a career to be fulfilled, 
and suggestions if you don’t already know what you want to do next!

• Your IDP does not have to follow a formal or official format.

• Your IDP is basically just a written record of your learning, career, and personal aspirations.

https://myidp.sciencecareers.org/


A Living Document

A ‘living document’ changes over time to reflect new information – your IDP should do the same.

• Set goals for the life you want. How do you want to spend your time? What do you want to learn? 

• Accept that changing goals are a normal part of life, it reflects personal growth and reflection. 



IDP Formats to Get You Started

IDPs for humanities and social science fields:

• Imagine Ph.D. (all fields in the humanities and social sciences)
• University of Wisconsin-Madison (all fields)
• American Psychological Association
• University of Southern California Postdoctoral Office (for postdocs in all fields but could be used for 

graduate students)

IDPs for science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields:

• ScienceCareers myIDP (all STEM fields) 
• University of Wisconsin-Madison (all fields)
• University of Southern California Postdoctoral Office (for postdocs in all fields but could be used for 

graduate students)
• American Chemical Society (for chemical scientists)
• Stanford University Biosciences (for bioscience fields)

https://www.imaginephd.com/
https://grad.wisc.edu/professional-development/individual-development-plan/
http://www.apa.org/education/grad/individual-development-plan.aspx
http://postdocs.usc.edu/mentoring/idp/
http://myidp.sciencecareers.org/
https://grad.wisc.edu/professional-development/individual-development-plan/
http://postdocs.usc.edu/mentoring/idp/
https://chemidp.acs.org/
https://biosciences.stanford.edu/current-students/idp/forms/


IDP Formats to Get You Started
Stanford University

- Biosciences



IDP Formats to Get You Started
UCSD



IDP Formats to Get You Started
American Psychological Association

- Humanities and Social Sciences
Science Careers - myIDP

- All STEM Fields



Consider Your Values!

"What is most important to me? What rewards or outcomes do I want from my work?"

Impact on Society Job Security
Contact with People High Demand
Teamwork Vs. Individual Work Earning Potential 
Independence Benefits
Developing Friendships Recognition
Congenial Work Atmosphere Risk Taking
Competition With Peers Location
Pace of Work Physically Challenging Vs. Not
Interest in Supervising Flexibility in Schedule
Degree of Influence over people Status & Prestige
Intellectual Challenge Professional Development
Showcase Competence Work/Life Balance
Learn New Things Family Friendly
Creativity Predictability Vs. Variety 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Values are the principles by which we live. Your values can help define the environment in which you are likely to function best, and the conditions of a job that will keep you motivated.



Activity: Setting SMART Goals

SPECIFIC: Apply for NIH, AHA and ADA postdoctoral fellowships in the 2020 cycle

MEASURABLE: Write one page per week

ATTAINABLE: I have 8 months to write all necessary documents

RELEVANT: Looks great on my CV, ensures funding for research I love

TIME-BOUND: Deadlines are August 9th - 15th

Example: I want to apply for postdoctoral research fellowships. VAGUE!



What Next?

1 Invest time and thought on drafting your IDP.

Discuss it with your advisor annually, lead the discussion. 

Develop and discuss your action plan, set milestones, and make a 
plan for following up.

Make an appointment with yourself at least annually to Evaluate and 
Readjust your goals and IDP. 
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